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Decoherence, dephasing and depolarization
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Abstract

By means of a quantum optical description the connection between decoherence, dephasing and depolarization is
shown. The transition from a quantum state to a mixture is caused by the interaction of the neutron with #uctuating and
dissipative forces in matter or magnetic "elds. An analytical description of this e!ect provides the basis for phase sensitive
investigations of condensed matter with polarized neutrons. Analogies between the coherence function and the beam
polarization will be discussed. ( 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Neutron optics has been developed mainly on
the basis of geometrical ray optics and has become
an important tool for advanced beam tailoring
including polarized beam techniques [1]. More re-
cently, steps towards a quantum optics formulation
of various phenomena opened a new "eld of re-
search where dressed neutron states, non-classical
and squeezed neutron states play an important role
[2}4]. Neutron interference and neutron spin}echo
experiments are the most typical examples in which
phase-space considerations and quantum optical
formulations shed new light on the neutron as a

quantum entity rather than a classical particle or
a classical dipole [5,6]. The related quantum phe-
nomena can be described in analogy to the known
formulations for light, atom and molecular optics
[7}9]. Thus we can connect neutron optical phe-
nomenon to a broader and rather topical "eld of
research and we switch from a scattering theory
based description to a quantum optical one.

Neutron depolarization became a standard tech-
nique for the investigation of magnetic domains
and magnetic "eld distributions in condensed mat-
ter research [10}12]. Dephasing in neutron inter-
ferometer experiments is a rather similar e!ect
e!ective to all kinds of inhomogeneities in a sample
[13,14]. But depolarization and dephasing e!ects
have a much broader impact on our understanding
of physical e!ects, because they are relevant for the
transition between the quantum and the classical
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Fig. 1. Formation of SchroK dinger cat-like states in interferometry (above) and in spin}echo arrangements (below) when spatial phase
shifts are applied which are larger than the coherence lengths.
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world which is equivalent to the transition between
a quantum state and a classical mixture (e.g.
[15}17]). In the following sections, we will notice
that dephasing and depolarization e!ects become
more dominant when highly non-classical states,
e.g. SchroK dinger cat-like states, are considered as
they exist in interference and spin}echo systems
[18]. In this case the wave packet becomes double
peaked and the neutron occupies both spatially
separated parts (see Fig. 1). It will be shown that
vanishing contrast in an interferometer experiment
and vanishing polarization in spin}echo systems do
not necessarily mean dephasing or decoherence be-
cause proper post-selection methods can retrieve
the coherence properties. Real dephasing requires
an interaction of the quantum system with statist-
ical #uctuations and/or dissipative systems.

2. Quantum optics formulation

Here we describe stationary situations which are
described by the "rst-order two-point autocorrela-
tion function relating the physical situations at
r and r@ [19,8]

G(1)(r, r@)"TrMoWH(r) )t(r@)N, (1)

where o denotes the density matrix which describes
the spatial pro"le of the beam and t(r) is the solu-
tion of the time-independent SchroK dinger equation
which can be written in form of a wave packet

t(r)JPa(k)eik > rdk. (2)

The amplitude function a(k) determines the mo-
mentum distribution functions in the di!erent
directions g(k)"Da(k)D2. In an interference or spin}
echo experiment one always has two beams (beam
paths I and II or spin-up and spin-down states; Fig.
1) and, therefore, the intensity after superposition
has to be calculated with the wave function

t(R)"tI(r)#tII(r@). (3)

This gives according to IJDt(R)D2

IJG(1)(r, r)#G(1)(r@, r@)#2 Re G(1)(r, r@). (4)

G(1)(r, r)"I
1

and G(1)(r@, r@)"I
2

denote the inten-
sities coming from both beams and G(1)(r, r@) de"nes
the "rst-order correlation function, most com-
monly known as the coherence function

C(1)(r, r@)"G(1)(r, r@)/I"C(D)"(2p)~3@2Pg(k)eikr dk,

(5)

where a symmetric arrangement is considered
(I

1
"I

2
"I). D"r!r@ and C(D) can be written as

C(D)"DC(D)D exp(is)"DC(D)D exp(iD ) k) and, there-
fore, one achieves

IJ1#DC(D)D cos s(D). (6)

s"D ) k denotes the phase shift where D is the
spatial phase shift between the two overlapping
beams, both s and D can be calculated from the
index of refraction. For nuclear and magnetic phase
shifters these quantities read as

D"

2pNb
#
D

k2
and D

m
"

kmBD

+2k2
, (7)

where N and b
#
denote the particle density and the

coherent scattering length of the phase shifter,
k and m the magnetic moment and the mass of
the neutron, B the strength of the magnetic "eld
and D the thickness of the sample or the length of
the magnetic "eld. The characteristical dimension
of the absolute value of the coherence function
(D(C(D)D) determines the coherence length D#"

D#
x
, D#

y
, D#

z
, which obeys for Gaussian momentum

distributions (i coherent states) the Heisenberg
uncertainty relation

D#
i
dk

i
"1

2
. (8)

For D
i
<D#

i
the coherence function goes to zero

DC(D)DP0, i.e. the interference contrast vanishes.
Then, spatially separated packets appear (SchroK -
dinger cat-like states) and the momentum distribu-
tion becomes modulated by a period 1/D

i
, a

phenomenon which has been veri"ed experi-
mentally as well [20,3,4]. For initially Gaussian
packets having widths dx and dk, respectively, one
obtains

I(x)"Dt(x)#t(x#D
0
)D2"exp[!x2/2dx2]

#exp[!(x#D
0
)2/2dx2]
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#2 exp[!x2/4dx2]

]exp[!(x#D
0
)2/4dx2] cos(kD

0
) (9a)

and

I(k)Jexp[!(k!k
0
)2/2dk2][1#cos(k )D

0
)]. (9b)

When one calculates the widths of the related dis-
tribution functions one notices that S(Dk)2T can
become smaller than the coherent state value (dk)2
for D

0
"0. This means interferometric squeezing

created by the superposition of two coherent states
[21}23]. These highly non-classical states are made
by the power of the quantum mechanical super-
position principle.

A proper visualization of such states can be
achieved by means of Wigner quasi-distribution
functions which are de"ned as [24,25]

=
4
(x, k, D

0
)"

1

2p P
`=

~=

eikD{ tHAx#
D@
2 B

]tAx!
D@
2 B dD@. (10)

This representation has the unique feature that
integration over one variable gives the distribution
function of the other

P=4
(x, k, D

0
) dk"Dt(x, D

0
)D2 and

P=4
(x, k, D

0
) dx"Dt(k, D

0
)D2. (11)

Related calculations have been done for the in-
terferometer case [26,27] and for the spin}echo
case [18,28], which is more closely connected to
polarized neutron physics. Spin}echo systems are
often described by the Bloch equation only

dP
dt

"c(P]B), (12)

where the polarization P is given as P"

TrMoStHDrDtTN. The similarity of the de"nitions of
the correlation (coherence) function (Eq. (5)) and
the polarization should be mentioned. c is the
gyromagnetic ratio of the neutron (c"2k/+). This
equation accounts for the Larmor rotation, but it

ignores the coupling of the spin space to the mo-
mentum space, which exists in the form of Zeeman
coupling. Thus the wave function has to be written
as a coherent superposition of wave function paral-
lel and antiparallel to the magnetic "eld indicating
the spin space and momentum space coupling, i.e.
the Zeeman coupling [29] (see Fig. 1)

t"Pa`(k)ei(k`*k)x dkDzT

#Pa~(k) ei(k~*k)x D!zTdk, (13)

where *k"kmB/+2k. For Gaussian incident wave
packets centered around k

0
#*k (i.e. a`(k)) and

around k
0
!*k (i.e. a

~
(k)) one yields after some

calculation the Wigner function behind the experi-
mental set-up,

=
s
(x, k)"

1

4p
exp[!(k!k

0
)2/2dk2]MA

1
#A

~1

#2A
0

cos[2k*kDx
1
!x

2
D/k

0
]N, (14)

where

Ae"expG!2dk2Cx!Dx
1
!x

2
DA1#e

*k

k BD
2

H .

(15)

Such Wigner functions are shown in Fig. 2 for very
slow neutrons where *k/k

0
"0.25 can be achieved

by feasible magnetic "eld strength. The related dis-
tributions of the wave packets in ordinary space
and momentum space are obtained by integration
of Eq. (14) according to Eq. (11). A modulated
intensity distribution according to Eq. (9b) is an-
ticipated which has been veri"ed experimentally
and which can be taken as a "ngerprint of a
SchroK dinger cat-like state [4,30]. From such
measurements the Wigner function can be recon-
structed, which is equivalent to a state function
reconstruction [31]. The appearance of separated
SchroK dinger cat-like states and their retrieval in the
second part of the spin}echo system is visible. The
situation in an existing spin}echo spectrometer is
shown in Fig. 3. The wiggles (smile) of the Wigner
function appearing between the SchroK dinger
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Fig. 2. Wigner functions within a spin}echo system without (left) and with (right) magnetic "eld #uctuations. m denotes the number of
Larmor precessions (m"*kx).

cat-like states indicate the non-classical features of
these states. In existing spin}echo systems the
spatial separation of the SchroK dinger cat-like states
reaches values up to 0.15 lm which is quite large
compared to the widths of the incident packets

(dx+D
#
+4 nm). In the following section it will be

shown how sensitive the wiggles of the Wigner-
function are against any #uctuation and dissipative
e!ects which account for depolarization and de-
phasing phenomena.
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Fig. 3. Wigner function of an existing spin}echo spectrometer with a precession "eld integral of 0.5 Tm.

3. Dephasing e4ects

Dephasing e!ects occur due to the coupling of
the quantum system to the environment e depend-
ing on coordinates g which yield a wave function
[15}17,32]

t"t
`
]e

`
(g)#t

~
]e

~
(g). (16)

When the environment acts on the phase only
one obtains

SeisT"PP(s)eis ds"eiWsX~Wds2
X@2, (17)

where

SsT"Ps P(s).ds and

Sds2T"P(s!SsT)2 P(s) ds.

P being a probability distribution function taking
into account dephasing e!ects due to environment.
This causes additional damping exp[!S(ds)2T/2]
to the interference term in Eqs. (4) and (6), to the
momentum distribution in Eq. (9b) and to the Wig-
ner function. Since the phase shift (s"D ) k) is
given by the path integral s"(1/+v){<(r) dr, the
average and the variances have to be taken by the
related distribution function P(s).

In spin}echo arrangements the magnetic "eld
may have Gaussian variations around B

0
with

a width dB. In this case the Wigner function has to
be averaged over the distribution function P(B) and
one gets again Eq. (14) but with the following para-
meters:

A@
1,~1

"A(1`b2)~1@2

1,~1
/J1#b2 (18a)

A@
0
"A

0
e~2(dB@B0)2(k@k0)2*k2(x1`x2)2, (18b)

with

b2"(dk/k
0
)2(dB/B

0
)2k2

0
(x

1
#x

2
)2.

This causes a marked damping especially of the
wiggles of the Wigner function as shown in Fig. 2.
This is also equivalent to the transition from a
quantum state to a mixture which is often called the
depolarization e!ect.

When position-dependent "eld #uctuations are
considered

P(B, B@)"
1

2p(dB)2 J1!o2

]expM![(B!B
0
)2!2o(B!B

0
)(B@!B

0
)

#(B@!B
0
)2]/2(dB)2(1!o2)N (19)
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Fig. 4. Proposed dedicated dephasing experiments with interferometer and spin}echo systems.

o2 correlation coe$cient (!1)o)1)

the quantity b in Eqs. (18a) and (18b) has to be
replaced by

b@2"b2(1#o)/2, (20)

which shows no damping for o"!1 (anticor-
related #uctuations) and maximum damping for
o"1.

4. Discussion

We have described decoherence, dephasing and
depolarization in a quantum optics terminology
where these phenomena are essential for the ap-
pearance of a classical world within quantum the-
ory and for the understanding of the measurement
problem. Formally this can be included in the
quantum Liouville equation by a non-unitary term.
For the density of states one achieves (e.g. Ref. [16])

i
Ro
Rt"[H, o]!ij[x, [x, p]], (21)

which reads in the position representation

i
Ro(x, x@, t)
Rt "

1

2m A
R2
Rx@2

!

L2
Rx2B o!ij(x!x@)2o

(22)

and which translates in the Wigner formalism into
a di!usion equation in momentum space

R=
4
(x, p, t)

Rt "K
R2=

4
(x, p, t)

Rp2 . (23)

The Wigner functions can be measured by tomo-
graphic methods measuring the momentum distri-
butions in interferometry and spin}echo systems as
a function of the phase shifts. Related experiments
applying modelled magnetic "eld #uctuations are
in progress (Fig. 4). In all kind of such experiments
one should keep in mind that the momentum distri-
bution hitting the sample has a marked "ne struc-
ture which varies strongly even by small variations
of the phase shift, i.e. variations of the magnetic
"elds.
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The quantum optics formalism shows how the
entanglement of the spin, momentum and ordinary
space exist in polarized neutron physics. The de-
polarization and dephasing e!ect has a much
deeper impact on the understanding of the tran-
sition from the quantum to the classical world than
it is usually thought when related measurements
are used for condensed matter research.
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